Abstract-In this study, we derive high-resolution wind speeds and directions from full-polarization synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data. Previous wind retrieval result from conventional single-polarization SAR data has a limitation to resolve smallscale structures in the surface wind because external wind direction data with coarser spatial resolution than those of SARs have been commonly used as an input. Using fully polarimetric SAR data, however, both wind speed and direction can be derived with high resolution from the image itself without any ancillary data. We derive wind field off the southern coast of Korea from the Radarsat-2 quad-polarization data and investigate the spatial variation. The retrieved wind field from the Radarsat-2 image presents a detailed structure including small-scale variations which is unobtainable from conventional wind observations. Comparison of the derived wind directions with in-situ buoy wind measurements shows a small difference of 8°which is regarded as sufficient to analyze small-scale wind vector changes. The retrieved wind field off the southern coast of Korea demonstrates the distinct patterns of direction changes. While blowing over the sea surface temperature (SST) frontal zone, the veering angles of wind vectors decrease and then are restored. The analysis of SAR-derived wind vectors with coinciding temperature distributions confirms that the variation in SAR-derived wind vectors on the SST fronts is mainly induced by the stability effect. This study also addresses the important role of precise wind direction retrieval on the accuracy of retrieved wind speed. Index Terms-Full-polarization synthetic aperture radar (SAR), sea surface temperature (SST) front, sea surface wind field, stability effect, wind direction.
I. INTRODUCTION
S ATELLITE-BASED wind measurements have provided us synoptic views of wind fields with an opportunity to understand oceanographic phenomena and their scientific processes. With increasing interest in global climate change, the importance of wind field observation has been more strongly emphasized. Since early 1990s, satellite scatterometers, such as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Scatterometer, Quick Scatterometer, and Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT), have produced a vast of wind field observations, which provide approximately 90% of the global ocean surface winds at least two times a day, with a spatial resolution of 25 km over 10 years [1] . The wind vector measurements from space have contributed to understand the diverse aspects of new scientific discoveries including ocean general circulation, tropical cyclone and hurricane mechanisms, and atmosphere-ocean interaction [2] - [9] . However, their low spatial resolution limits their applicability to observe coastal phenomena and small-scale features related to air-sea interaction.
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is capable of high-resolution imaging that allows for the derivation of a detailed wind field with a spatial resolution of less than 1 km, even along coastal regions that were unobtainable with scatterometer observations. This makes it possible to investigate the spatial variability of near-coastal and finer scale wind fields [10] - [20] . In this respect, SAR-derived wind fields have been used in various applications, including coastal environmental monitoring [21] - [24] , the marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) phenomena studies [25] - [31] , and the mapping global wind power [32] - [36] . In general, the SAR-based wind information has been derived from single-polarization SAR data using the geophysical model functions (GMFs) that describe the dependence of the normalized radar cross section (NRCS) on the wind speed, relative wind direction to the radar-viewing angle, incidence angle, and polarization state. From the empirical relationship functions of each GMF, the solutions for wind speed and direction can be derived. In the case of the C-band, empirical GMFs, such as CMOD4 [37] , CMOD_IFR2 [38] , CMOD5 [39] , and CMOD5.N [40] , have been widely used for the C-band SAR wind retrieval. Fig. 1 . Distributions of (a) estimated wind speeds (m · s −1 ) as a function of the NRCS (dB) and wind direction (°) at a given incidence angle (45°) using the CMOD5.N algorithm and (b) ratios of wind speeds divided by the minimum value of wind speed for a given value. However, unlike scatterometry that measures multiple NRCSs at different azimuth viewing angles, the SAR observations are commonly measured from only one viewing direction so that it is necessary to know the wind direction prior to applying the wind retrieval models. It should be noted that the estimation of wind speed relies on wind direction retrieval. Fig. 1 presents wind speeds as a function of the NRCS, the relative wind direction calculated by the CMOD5.N algorithm corresponding to an assumed incidence angle of 45°, and ratios of wind speeds divided by the minimum value of wind speeds for a given NRCS value. For the same value of NRCS, the calculated wind speeds vary significantly with the relative wind direction input values. For example, for an NRCS value of −15 dB, the estimated wind speeds range from 9.4 to 17.1 m · s −1 . The maximum difference amounts to 7.7 m · s −1 , corresponding to an approximate 40% error in the magnitude of wind speed. The ratios of the estimated wind speeds vary up to 2, which implies that the wind speed may be overestimated or underestimated significantly depending on the accuracy of the relative wind direction. As shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), the differences in wind speeds according to the errors in wind direction tended to increase as the incidence angle and NRCS values increased. For an NRCS value of −15 dB at an incidence angle of 45°, a wind direction difference of 20°, which is equivalent to the permitted limit of satellite scatterometry, yields wind speed differences up to 2.8 m · s −1 , which results in 16%-30% error in the magnitude of the wind speed.
If wind-induced streaks are apparent on the image, wind direction can be directly estimated from the SAR image using the 2-D Fourier transform spectrum [10] , [41] - [43] , wavelet analysis [44] - [47] , and local gradient [48] , [49] . However, these approaches are only valid for the cases when no ambient oceanic or atmospheric features are present, and a 180°ambiguity still remains. Furthermore, an underdetermination problem associated with the sensitivity of single NRCS measurement to both wind speed and direction should be considered in the retrieved wind interpretation [50] .
For general SAR wind retrievals, the wind direction information have been obtained from other external data, such as in-situ measurements, scatterometer wind data, or numerical model output data. Despite being available in most cases, their low spatial resolutions and inherent potential errors of aliasing due to their much coarser spatial resolutions compared to that of the SARs are regarded as insufficient for resolving small-scale structures in the surface wind field with subtle variations in wind direction [51] , [52] .
Recently, methods based on polarimetric parameter analysis were developed for the derivation of wind fields, including both speed and direction from the polarimetric SAR image alone [53] - [56] . Possible solutions of wind speed and direction are derived from the co-and/or cross-polarized ocean backscatters using combinations of the previous proposed methods. The ambiguities of the solutions are solved by the polarimetric components and their correlations, and, hence, wind vectors with a high resolution can be derived from the SAR image itself without any external input data.
In this study, we focused on the spatial variation of SARderived wind vectors on the sea surface temperature (SST) front and investigated its mechanism using SAR data, in-situ measurements, and other satellite observations. The spatial variations of SST induce changes in the MABL or in the viscous properties of the sea surface which lead to variations in NRCS [57] - [64] . It has been reported that a decrease in water viscosity by cold water induces the dissipation of short gravity waves, which in turn leads to the attenuation of backscattering, and, hence, a decrease in the magnitude of wind speeds [57] , [58] .
On the other hand, several researches have pointed out that modification of wind field is attributed to the changes in MABL stability [59] - [64] . There have been attempts to demonstrate the role of atmospheric stability on wind variations quantitatively from the SAR images collocated with the thermal fronts of the Norwegian Coastal Current [59] and Gulf Stream [60] . Although the absolute magnitude of the predicted variations tended to be underestimated with uncertainty, the trends confirmed the influence of wind variations within the MABL on SAR imaging. Therefore, the relationship between SST gradients and variations of SAR-derived wind field with a highresolution provides an opportunity for identification of oceanic features associated with SST fronts [61] , [62] and investigation of the small-scale spatial variations related to air-sea interaction [63] , [64] .
The objectives of this study are: 1) to derive high-resolution sea surface wind fields from full-polarization SAR data, 2) to assess the accuracy of the derived winds by comparing it with in-situ measurements, and 3) to investigate the relationship between SST distribution and the spatial distinction of SAR wind vectors using satellite-observed SST by considering the influence of the MABL stability on wind fields. 
II. DATA

A. SAR Data
To derive wind vectors from quad-polarization SAR data, a Radarsat-2 image of the area off the southern coast of Korea obtained in fine-quad mode was utilized (see Fig. 3 ). The SAR data were obtained at C-band (5.405 GHz) in quad-polarization states (HH+HV+VH+VV) with a swath of approximately 25 km and a nominal spatial resolution of 5.2 m (range) × 7.6 m (azimuth). 
B. In-Situ Measurement and Satellite SST Data
For assessment of retrieved wind fields from the quad-pol SAR data, in-situ measurements obtained from the nearest Korean Meteorological Administration (KMA) meteorological buoy station with hourly intervals were used. The location of the KMA buoy station (128.90°E, 34.76°N) is marked by the blue triangle in Fig. 3(b) . As shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d), 1-min time series of in-situ winds from the nearest ground-based automatic weather stations (AWS) of the KMA, which are marked by the red circles in Fig. 3(b) , showed that consistent winds blew over hours at the study area. Since satellite-based wind speeds were referenced to a height of 10 m, the wind measurements observed at 4.3 m were converted to a 10-m neutral wind for the precise comparison by applying the Liu-Katsaros-Businger model [65] , [66] , which includes air-sea stability effects.
To investigate the spatial distribution of the SST, highresolution SST images from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Advanced Very HighResolution Radiometer (AVHRR) were utilized. The SSTs were derived from the AVHRR data of NOAA-18 through the Research Institute of Oceanography, Seoul National University, by applying a split window multichannel SST algorithm [67] . The AVHRR SST retrieval accuracy is about 0.5°C [68] .
C. Model Data and Land Elevation Data
The reanalysis wind data from the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) were utilized for comparison of the wind direction retrieval results. As the native spatial resolution of the reanalysis dataset is approximately 80 km, which is inadequate for quantitative analysis of the coastal wind variations [69] , we used the reanalysis wind data for qualitative comparison of a general spatial pattern of the retrieved wind field only. The time difference between the model winds and the SAR image was within 3 h, while the time series of in-situ winds showed a consistency of blowing wind over the study region. Additionally, air temperatures from the ECMWF reanalysis data were utilized for the analysis of the spatial distinction of the wind field.
Global Digital Elevation Model (GDEM) data from Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) with a very high spatial resolution of 1 s (approximately 30 m) were used for the land masking. The ASTER GDEM data have been jointly generated and released by the Fig. 5 shows a flowchart of the wind direction retrieval using quad-polarization SAR data. Prior to deriving the wind direction solutions, a first-guess wind speed, which is one of the input parameters for the wind direction retrieval, was derived. Among the C-band cross-polarization wind speed retrieval models [70] - [72] , a C-band cross-polarized ocean backscatter model (C-2PO), which is independent of the incidence angle and wind direction, was applied to estimate a first-guess wind speed in this study. The C-2PO algorithm relates the VH-polarized NRCS to the equivalent neutral wind speed at a height of 10 m as follows: when compared with the in-situ buoy measurements [71] . Before applying the algorithm, the SAR data were preprocessed to extract the NRCS for each polarization state and incidence angle, along with ancillary information. The land areas were masked using the ASTER GDEM data. In addition, ship features having strong backscattering were detected from VHpolarized NRCSs by applying adaptive thresholding method [74] , [75] and then masked out. The remaining ocean pixels were averaged in a 20 × 20 moving window to reduce the speckle noise. Using the wind speeds derived from the cross-polarized NRCS by the C-2PO algorithm, we calculated wind directions including four ambiguity solutions. Subsequently, wind speeds were recalculated using the CMOD5.N algorithm from VVpolarized NRCS values and derived wind directions.
III. METHODS
A. Derivation of First-Guess Wind Speed
B. Wind Direction Retrieval From Quad-Polarization Data
In general, the GMFs designed for copolarized NRCSs have been widely used for the SAR wind retrieval. These model functions exhibit the relationship between copolarized NRCS, wind speed, relative wind direction, and incidence angle. By using the copolarized NRCSs (i.e., the VV-polarized NRCSs), incidence angles from the image, and derived wind speeds from the C-2PO as inputs to the GMFs, the solutions of wind directions at given values can be retrieved. In this study, the CMOD5.N algorithm was used among the C-band GMFs for the copolarized NRCS. Normally, the four solutions are found because of the directional symmetry to the relative wind direction.
To distinguish one true solution from the other three wind directions with ambiguity, polarimetric correlation coefficients (PCCs) between the VV-and VH-polarized scattering components were used. The correlation coefficient between VV-and HV-polarized channels is expressed as follows:
where S VV and S VH indicate the scattering elements of the vertically transmitted and vertically received (VV) and horizontally received (VH) components, respectively. Since the real and imaginary parts of the PCC have odd symmetry with respect to relative wind direction, the ambiguities of the solutions can be removed according to the criteria [53] .
To remove the remaining ambiguities in the spatial distribution of the retrieved wind field, median filtering with a window size of 100 × 100 was applied after the determination of the wind direction. parts were dominantly distributed in the study area. The mean and standard deviation (STD) values of the PCC components were 0.03 (mean) and 0.02 (STD) for the real part and −0.05 (mean) and 0.01 (STD) for the imaginary part. Conversely, the prevailing uniform values near zero appeared in the upper left part of the image that is close to land. Considering the influence of land, the pixels within 3 km from the land area were excluded in the following wind direction retrieval.
IV. RESULTS
A. Assessment of the Retrieved Wind Field
With the PCCs, the wind speeds derived from VH-polarized NRCS using the C-2PO algorithm was input for the wind direction retrieval as a first guess (see Fig. 6(c) ). When compared with the buoy measurement, the retrieved wind speed showed a difference of 1.5 m · s −1 , between 8.4 m · s −1 for the crosspolarized SAR wind and 9.9 m · s −1 for the buoy wind. Fig. 6 (d) presents the distribution of the retrieved wind vector fields from the Radarsat-2 quad-pol data off the southern coast of Korea on August 23, 2008 . The wind speeds in Fig. 6(d) were recalculated from the CMOD5.N algorithm with using the derived wind direction. The retrieved wind field illustrates a small-scale spatial variation at the coastal region. Overall, moderate northeasterly winds were apparent, while northerly and easterly wind vectors partly appeared at the central parts of the study area.
For assessment of the retrieved wind vectors, we compared the results with the buoy measurement and those derived from the CMOD5.N algorithm using the ECMWF winds. As shown in Fig. 7 , a comparison with the wind vectors from the ECMWF reanalysis data, which were interpolated into the resampling points same as those of the retrieved wind field, shows no great difference with the exception of some spatial variations. The wind speeds derived from the CMOD5.N algorithm using the ECMWF winds and PCC results indicated values of 7.9 m · s −1 (ECMWF) and 8.1 m · s −1 (PCC), respectively, at the nearest point to the buoy station. These were underestimated in com- Fig. 7 . Comparison of the retrieved wind vectors using wind directions derived from the ECMWF reanalysis wind data (red) and the polarization correlation coefficient method (black). parison to the buoy measurement (9.9 m · s −1 ), which has a time gap of about 27 min with the Radarsat-2 image acquisition. The wind direction derived using the PCC coincided well with the buoy measurements with a difference of only 8°, between 225°f or the SAR wind and 217°for the buoy wind (see Table I ). Previous search demonstrated that RMS differences between the scatterometer and buoy data were generally within a range of ±2 m · s −1 for wind speed and ±20°for direction [76] - [78] . In case of the previous SAR-derived wind direction retrievals, it has been reported that RMS differences ranged over 30° [79] , [80] .
B. Wind Direction Changes on the SST Front
To investigate the spatial variation of the wind vectors, we analyzed the distributions of the SST at the study area. Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows the spatial distribution of the SST off the southern coast of Korea from the NOAA AVHRR at 04 h 47 min (UTC) on August 23, 2008 and an enlarged image with the retrieved wind vectors in the study area. Except for inconsistently low winds at the upper part of the image near the land, the wind vectors tend to the southwestward across the SST front elongated along the middle part of the study area. Following the mean wind direction from northeast to southwest, we divided the wind vectors into three groups, which were outside and inside the SST frontal zone in the upper (black), middle (blue), and lower (red) regions.
Despite the consistent wind field distribution, significant changes in the wind direction appeared at the regions along the front. Fig. 9 (a) and (b) illustrates the comparison of the relative wind directions of the wind vectors across the front A-A and B-B in Fig. 8(b) . Pairs of wind vectors before and after crossing the front were sampled along the wind direction and then differences in the direction between those pairs were calculated. As shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b) , two groups of the pairs present opposite tendencies of direction shift according to the SST variation. In the case of the front A-A , most wind vectors turn clockwise across the frontal region, and turn counterclockwise for the case of the front B-B . The mean values of the wind direction change, based on a clockwise direction, were 8.8°(A-A ) and −6.7°(B-B ). This implies that apparent wind directions of the retrieved wind vectors tend to be shifted in a clockwise (counterclockwise) direction when wind vectors blow toward warmer (colder) regions.
C. Stability Effect on the Changes in Wind Direction
The retrieved wind vectors present significant changes in wind direction across the SST front. The mechanisms causing these particular variations were investigated. The pattern of wind direction changes seemed to be highly correlated with the modification of the veering angle induced by changes in atmospheric stability within the MABL. According to previous researchers, the near surface winds derived from MABL neutrality are affected strongly by the SST front through MABL modifications [8] , [9] .
The MABL stability can be approximated by the air-sea temperature difference. Fig. 10(a) presents the distribution of temperature differences between the SST and air temperature (°C) at the retrieved wind field region. While the region inside the SST front indicates a large air-sea temperature difference, regions outside the front indicate relatively small differences between the SST and air temperature. The mean wind directions of wind vectors in each region were 205.3°(upper outside), 223.0°(inside), and 216.2°(lower outside). At the region inside the SST front with larger differences between SST and surface air temperature, the MABL instability increased. As MABL became more destabilized, the air-sea momentum more effectively transmitted, i.e., increased the wind stress, and decreased the veering angle of the surface winds [9] . It has been reported that the wind adjusts to a change in the stability of the MABL instantly within a small spatial scale less than 25 km [8] .
Therefore, when referenced to the upwind, as shown in Fig. 10(b) , the blowing winds turned in a clockwise direction at the SST frontal zone and then in a counterclockwise direction analogous to an upwind direction. In this respect, it is inferred that the modification of the winds was mainly associated with the influence of the SST front on the MABL.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this study, we derived high-resolution wind vectors at the subkilometer scale from full-polarization SAR data using the PCC-based method. Comparison of the SAR-derived wind directions with in-situ buoy wind measurements showed a small difference of less than 10°, which implied that the results of the retrieval satisfied an acceptable level of accuracy for the investigation of small-scale wind field variations.
While the scatterometer wind retrieval residual also revealed the evidence of local wind variability on the subwind-vector-cell scale [81] , SAR-derived wind fields presented the detailed structure of the local wind variation. The retrieved wind field off the southern coast of Korea from the Radarsat-2 quad-polarization data showed distinct patterns of direction changes. The analysis of SAR-derived wind vectors with the coincident SST image may suggest that these spatial distinctions were associated with the existence of the SST front. Blowing over the SST frontal zone, the veering angles of the wind vectors decreased and were then restored. The pattern of wind direction changes fairly coincided with the distribution of the temperature differences between the SST and air temperature, which indirectly indicated MABL stability. Therefore, it is inferred that the changes in MABL stability dominantly induced the variation of the SAR wind vectors on the SST front.
Although the results reveal the applicability of highresolution wind field from full-polarization SAR data, further manipulation of the wind direction retrievals should be taken. For an NRCS value of −10 dB at an incidence angle of 45°, a wind speed difference of 1.63 m · s −1 , corresponding to an RMS error of the cross-polarized ocean backscatter model, yields an RMS error of 8.2°in the wind direction retrieval. For quantitative analysis of the wind field variation, the development of techniques to reduce the inherent systematic errors in the wind retrieval should be continued. Additionally, there is need for further work to verify the sensitivity of the SAR-derived winds to variations both in the longitudinal and transverse winds [82] . Except the ASCAT scatterometry, most ocean wind sensing techniques still do not generally provide it.
In this study, we focused on the directional changes of wind vectors in the subkilometer scale. The interaction of the derivatives in the SST and wind stress fields demonstrated that changes in wind speed and direction occur, depending on the orientation of the mean flow and SST gradients [83] . The study of such effects requires an acquisition of sufficient multipolarization SAR images and ancillary dataset and will be the subject of future work. It is very promising, as more satellite SAR operation programs, e.g., the RADARSAT Constellation Mission, will provide dual-polarized data or compact polarimetric data which can be transformed to quad-polarized data.
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